15:03:20 From Molly to All panelists: we can’t see you.
15:04:09 From Molly to All panelists: thanks
15:05:23 From parker: Will all the ideas from this meeting be available to read?
15:05:57 From kmhughes to All panelists: there was no code on the email. parents and families can not log on
15:06:16 From Laurie Dent to All panelists: 521313
15:06:18 From Gwendolyn Fullerton to All panelists: kerri and I Gwendolyn Fullerton were planning grad night party. if we can still have it please have people call or text me to 206-650-9685 t
15:07:04 From Lindsey Mccasland to All panelists: Would it be a parade down main st with people (seniors) driving in their cars?
15:07:16 From kmhughes to All panelists: it was not on the email
15:07:28 From Carleigh DeLapp: I know that we normally do a victory tour to our old k-8 schools, but since we cannot do that, can we do a parade through the parking lots with the teachers from those schools there to cheer us on?
15:07:40 From Elle Warmuth to All panelists: Yes, all ideas from this meeting will be available to read. We’ll share them afterward.
15:08:03 From parker: minecraft sever graduation
15:08:11 From Elle Warmuth: Yes, all ideas from this meeting will be available to read. We’ll share them afterward.
15:08:20 From Elena Breiner: we could do carleigh’s idea on the original date of our graduations and then postpone graduation to july if possible
15:08:51 From Pamala Pfaltz to All panelists: Announce to cities of BL and Sumner and residents can be at the end of their drive ways as seniors drive by.
15:08:54 From megan meath to All panelists: I agree with Elena!!
15:09:03 From Ethan Harm to All panelists: if we do the parade we could carpool other students and decorate our cars
15:09:21 From Nate Markquart to All panelists: If we can gather in smaller groups, we could have multiple graduation ceremonies. Most students are already grouped by the Grad Night event after graduation (black bus, silver bus, etc.)
15:09:33 From Nick Yochum to All panelists: Considering the loss of the Daffodil Parades, is there potential to host an event similar to the Daffodil Parade that includes seniors walking in their caps and gowns. (If Inslee lifts social distancing laws)
15:09:35 From Molly to All panelists: we can also invite the community to be outside waving as the seniors drive by as they go to the different schools
15:09:45 From Shanvofo to All panelists: I think it would be cool to also let the bands be able to perform for said parade if we were to have it.
15:10:04 From McKenna K to All panelists: I personally am mega bummed out about not doing the k-8 victory tour, is there a possibility that we could do it in September?
15:10:10 From Dayame000@stu.sumnersd.org: I heard of a school doing a drive-in-theater-type graduation, which I felt could be interesting. I know our schools are larger than those, so that might not be possible, but it’s an idea? Maybe we could do something like that on the day and a summer one later. I agree with Elena...I would rather have an in-person summer graduation than a virtual graduation, and I know that could conflict with vacations, but it would be better than only digital.
15:11:01 From Grace Brown: and since we had no absences, I’m guessing BL kids can decorate their caps in any ceremony we have right? :-)))
15:11:14 From Stacey Brooks: I don’t think all of the attendees can see all of the chat ideas unless everyone uses the pull down menu and makes the chat available to all panelists and attendees.
15:11:41 From Kendra: what about seniors and yearbooks?
15:11:58 From Shanvofo: “I think it would be cool to also let the bands be able to perform for said parade if we were to have it”
15:12:02 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: can sumner decorate caps ?;
15:12:11 From Braeden Goff to All panelists: Great idea by grace, even better answer by mr turner
15:12:14 From Kat to All panelists: what about senior awards
15:13:15 From Helen to All panelists: Can we do something like Puyallup and make an Instagram
page for all the seniors post-grad plans and what we enjoyed/will miss about high school?

15:13:24 From Sara Bruil to All panelists: could seniors submit a pic with a sign/text with post high school plan (college, trades, military, job, etc) and school staff could create a slideshow to view on YouTube?

15:14:13 From Kelly Denn: Make sure you use the pull down menu in the chat box "All panelists and attendees" if you want everyone viewing to see your idea.

15:14:14 From Nick Yochum to All panelists: If we are postponed are we still able to stay at the same venues we have already selected?

15:14:15 From megan meath: Doing it in the stadium like high school musical

15:14:19 From parker: id be down for an outdoor ceremony at maris farms.

15:14:25 From Lindsey Mccasland to All panelists: yes megan!!

15:14:29 From Josh Lee to All panelists: senior sunset possibility?

15:14:37 From parker: they have a big field.

15:14:43 From Kayla Matthews: If we can lay out our football stadiums where appropriate distances are marked in the bleachers, and chairs are spaced out on the fields, we could adhere to distancing protocol

15:14:51 From Beth to All panelists: we can use the football field

15:15:33 From Hope Klingenstein: If there was a set number of people that we could have at an event, we could sign up for different times to have a smaller graduation 2021. if we can’t graduate this year? is that an option?

15:15:37 From Braeden Goff: We could also do graduation with a smaller audience of just parents or some family

15:15:46 From kiera: if we wait long enough could we ever just have a mostly normal graduation?

15:15:47 From seaton to All panelists: if the graduation ceremony has to be postponed couldn’t they still be held at the original locations just on a different date that is available

15:16:13 From Andrew Kyllo to All panelists: Turn homecoming next year into a special event for last year seniors

15:16:20 From parker: thats not a bad idea

15:16:21 From kmhughes to All panelists: Im not finna come back next year.

15:16:26 From Marin: If guests were limited would we be able to have it broadcasted so that other friends and family could watch?

15:16:38 From Sarah Lysene: My junior and senior would NOT want to graduate together, LOL.

15:16:58 From Andrew Kyllo to All panelists: homecoming

15:17:04 From janelle m: It’d be great to keep it as normal as possible with just immediate family wherever is possible

15:17:05 From Jerden to All panelists: September is too late.

15:17:05 From Elena Breiner: late august is too late because people leave for school

15:17:06 From Nick Yochum: August, considering when WSU moves into school

15:17:06 From Jayden Armitage to All panelists: Too late would for sure be August.

15:17:07 From Lindsey Mccasland to All panelists: I think august

15:17:07 From Gabby Yanusevich to All panelists: a date in august

15:17:10 From Josh Lee: I feel like August 2020 would be the latest

15:17:11 From seaton to All panelists: kids head off to college Aug

15:17:11 From Braeden Goff: august

15:17:15 From kat to All panelists: September is way to late because people are already in college

15:17:15 From Bridger Eberhart: any time before september

15:17:16 From Beth to All panelists: August

15:17:16 From Hope Klingenstein: September, mid- August would be amazing

15:17:16 From Rebecca Harrington to All panelists: September is too late. my senior will be in college

15:17:17 From Nate Markquart to All panelists: I think that August is starting to be too late, as many kids are beginning to go to college

15:17:19 From Alexej Latimer to All panelists: Until mid August

15:17:20 From Mckay Cheney: I’d say any time before late august

15:17:28 From swilcox: Early August because of college move-in dates

15:17:29 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: late July-early August

15:17:32 From Kendra: august is the lastest

15:17:33 From Nicole: I think it depends if people are leaving for college or not
15:17:33  From kmhughes to All panelists: Early August or Labor day weekend
15:17:33  From Marin: I think August would be too late because a lot of athletes go to school the first week of August.
15:17:35  From Ethan Harm to All panelists: I don’t like the idea of graduating with juniors.
15:17:36  From Peyton Blanco to All panelists: hi.
15:17:37  From McKenna McDaniel to All panelists: Victory Tour Idea: could we possibly have seniors walk (like a parade) past all elementary, middle and high school teachers/students who want to be there (standing 6 ft apart if social distancing is still in order), outside instead of walking through the elementary and middle schools?
15:17:40  From Sara Bruil: mid August.
15:17:51  From Jerden to All panelists: It is unrealistic to hope for a regular graduation before September.
15:18:01  From Matt Holmes: kids doing sports in college move in sooner than others, it would have to be early August.
15:18:03  From Mason Brooks: I feel like if we push it back to a later date it might conflict with people's schedules. I know that a lot of people will be gone by summer time and will not even be back till after college missing graduation.
15:18:06  From kmhughes to All panelists: Military kids need something special, some will leave in June.
15:18:09  From megan meath: WHATIF we did a virtual graduation on the normal date and a normal graduation when we can.
15:18:10  From Molly: if you do it close to December most students might be home on break for Christmas.
15:18:13  From Elena Breiner: July is typically the best time for everyone, at least the majority should be available.
15:18:22  From Ceithlinn to All panelists: What if we did an all-day graduation? 60 seniors, for example, could be called to walk at a certain time and only bring up to 2 guests. Once they have walked, they leave and the next batch of people come in. We could put the graduation on a livestream for individuals who are not able to attend the ceremony but still want to see their senior graduate.
15:18:27  From Jayden Armitage to All panelists: Super late to the meeting... so not sure if this had already been covered... would there be any way we could have graduation at our schools? I was specifically thinking on the field!
15:18:41  From Gwendolyn Fullerton to All panelists: send in pictures?
15:18:58  From shanvofo: is there a way to show slides for all graduates and those present could participate and those not there would have their slide to represent them.
15:19:05  From Brandon Wentzel: What about over Winter Break? I graduated from college mid-term, travelled the world and then came back to walk. It was a little strange, but the closure and celebration was what I was really after.
15:19:32  From Emerald Knopik: Hello! What I care about is getting my diploma in my hand whether that be we grab it from the office or you come to houses and hand them personally.
15:19:39  From Kelly Denn: Hey seniors - Don't forget to change your chat box to "All panelists and attendees" so everyone can see your ideas.
15:19:51  From kiera: would and all day be walking with friends or alphabetical?
15:20:01  From Jerden to All panelists: no virtual but we could still put it live for families who live far.
15:19:55  From Gwendolyn Fullerton to All panelists: can the seniors come to school and have teachers sign yearbooks? at some date.
15:19:55  From Mckenna Herron to All panelists: It feels like if we push graduation out too far it is not as memorable anymore. This is just something that I have heard from some people.
15:20:08  From Braeden Goff: The experience.
15:20:08  From Jayden Armitage: Super late to the meeting... so not sure if this had already been covered... would there be any way we could have graduation at our schools? I was specifically thinking on the field!
15:20:08  From Matt Holmes: We all worked hard to get the right to walk across the stage.
15:20:08  From Gabby Yanusevich to All panelists: the experience.
15:20:20  From kiera: walking across the stand and showing people I actually did it.
15:20:26 From Lindsey Mccasland: The handshake, getting the diploma handed to me and showing my family I did it.
15:20:26 From Nate Markquart: The last time coming together with your class and celebrating all you have accomplished together.
15:20:27 From Kbailey to All panelists: graduating with friends.
15:20:28 From Emerald Knopik: I feel like the shaking of the hand of the principal
15:20:29 From Ethan Harm to All panelists: graduating with my friends in person.
15:20:30 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: walking across the stage and getting my diploma handed to me and being surrounded by friends and family.
15:20:31 From janelle m: The diploma is very important but we worked very hard towards the whole experience of walking across the stage.
15:20:32 From Marin: Most important would be pictures, family, friends, getting you're diploma, basically the whole experience.
15:20:32 From Jayden Armitage: Most important part is being with all my friends and having all my friends there as well.
15:20:33 From Elena Breiner: the experience and being their with your friends and classmates.
15:20:33 From seaton to All panelists: the experience and celebrating with friends and staff.
15:20:34 From shanvofo: hearing our name getting called out and being recognized by my friends especially from the band.
15:20:34 From Ellyce: When I think about graduation, the most important part of it for me is actually walking across the stage and seeing my family.
15:20:34 From kmhughes to All panelists: everything.
15:20:35 From Peyton Blanco: The feeling of pride and accomplishment.
15:20:35 From Kendra: the experience and being about to see our friends one last time before we all leave.
15:20:36 From benjamin: the celebration of 12 years of hard work.
15:20:38 From Nick Yochum: Being with my peers for the last time.
15:20:41 From Jayden Armitage: The whole experience is very important.
15:20:41 From Beth to All panelists: the experience we want, across stage and showing we didn’t mess up on life.
15:20:42 From McKenna K to All panelists: definitely the experience.
15:20:43 From Sydney to All panelists: I think overall it is a good way of closure with everyone you love, friends family and more after 12-13 years of school work :)
15:20:44 From Lindsey Mccasland: ^
15:20:46 From Mckenna Herron to All panelists: The experience to support you along with walking across the stage and knowing that we did it.
15:20:53 From Hope Klingenstein: It is important to celebration all the hard work and say “I did it”
15:20:54 From Megan Schneider: walking across the stage celebrating with friends.
15:20:56 From Emerald Knopik: I just really don’t want it in the mail, anything else is okay:)
15:21:03 From Nicole: The feeling of walking across the stage, as well as celebrating with the band afterwards because I’ve watched that happen with the band seniors for the last three years, and I’ve waited for my chance to do that.
15:21:05 From Nick Yochum: We lost our last months together, and being with our second families for the last time matters a lot to everyone I have talked to about this.
15:21:07 From swilcox: Alyssa: graduating to me is about being around my whole class an the ceremony.
15:21:08 From Matt Holmes: A virtual graduation takes away the meaning of what we all have done.
15:21:08 From dstevens to All panelists: My student is most concerned about seeing life long classmates for the last time. Yearbook signatures...
15:21:10 From Ceithlinn: I want to be able to recognize my hard work (I struggle with that) and show others how hard I’ve worked.
15:21:15 From Peyton to All panelists: I just want to see the people I have gone through this with at least one more time.
15:21:19 From Hannah D: Walking across the stage to show my friends and family that I did it.
15:21:22 From Mason Brooks: walking across the stage and getting my diploma and shaking Mr.Turner's hand to keep the promise that we made with a hand shake previously in the year.
15:21:25 From Alexej Latimer: Hearing the music, being recognized.
15:21:32  From  janelle m : The diploma is very important but we worked very hard towards the whole xperience of walking across the stage.
15:21:33  From  Hope Klingenstein : Doing anything but a virtual graduation would be amazing.
15:21:34  From  McKenna McDaniel  to  All panelists : being with my whole senior class graduating and walking across the stage. also grad night
15:21:36  From  Carleigh DeLapp : Agreed to all of that! I think that even if we have to postpone the ceremony, I would rather have it late than never or virtual!
15:21:37  From  Jayden Armitage : I agree with Matt, I would hate having a virtual graduation.
15:21:39  From  Nicole : Conducting the national anthem before the ceremony begins
15:21:40  From  McKenna K  to  All panelists : getting to say goodbye to everyone Imao
15:21:44  From  Bobbie Lueck : Parents want to see their kids walk across the stage and have this experience of "We did it"
15:21:47  From  Lindsey Mccasland : I agree with Jayden and Matt
15:21:50  From  Courtney Bare  to  All panelists : singing our senior song to the whole class was very important to me
15:21:50  From  Molly  to  All panelists : walking across the stage is important to me
15:21:54  From  Elena Breiner : I would also rather postpone the ceremony than do virtual.
15:21:54  From  Emerald Knopik : I came here late but I think that if all us seniors get together and maybe we can have a link where we can zoom the graduation for people at home.
15:21:59  From  Sydney : Several of us are or were having TROUBLE LOGGING IN. Is this meeting being recorded so we can hear what we missed. It took me 20 minutes just to gain access.
15:22:00  From  Gabby Yanusevich  to  All panelists : I agree with carleigh
15:22:12  From  Gwendolyn Fullerton  to  All panelists : Faith wants to see her Teachers
15:22:26  From  Elle Warmuth : Yes, it's being recorded and we'll share all comments.
15:22:38  From  kmhughes  to  All panelists : You need to send an email with the code
15:22:44  From  Mckenna Herron  to  All panelists : hearing your name said out loud in front of all those people and being recognized by everyone
15:22:53  From  Emerald Knopik : PROM
15:22:55  From  Elena Breiner : are we discussing prom in this?
15:22:57  From  Lindsey Mccasland : Can we talk about prom?
15:23:02  From  Emerald Knopik : Thank you
15:23:14  From  Katelyn Roundtree  to  All panelists : grad night
15:23:15  From  kat  to  All panelists : teachers deliver diplomas to students
15:23:16  From  shanvofo : Possibly getting celebrities to announce our names over video
15:23:17  From  Sarah Lysene : Is there anyway we can secure some dates for a tiered live option....
15:23:18  From  Nick Yochum : In terms of non graduation recognition, what about senior yard signs??
There's a really cool example of a sign on Valley Ave in Sumner that acknowledges a senior from sumner
15:23:20  From  Bridger Eberhart : hearing my name called and my family cheer
15:23:20  From  Braeden Goff : Live stream graduation for parents, friends and family to watch but at least have all the students there
15:23:23  From  Emerald Knopik : Thank you guys for actually caring about this, lots of schools are just scrapping it. Thankyou.
15:23:27  From  Steve Sjolund  to  kmhughes and all panelists : Kim the code is 52 1313
15:23:29  From  Elena Breiner : can we still hear the % of people graduating... have a good chance at 100% with this turner!!
15:23:30  From  McKenna K  to  All panelists : if were going to do a car parade I think its import to remember how much gas costs
15:23:45  From  Braeden Goff : ^
15:24:01  From  Sydney : Will someone e-mail the link for the recording?
15:24:07  From  Elle Warmuth : There's an alert set up on the District's website with the code.
15:24:18  From  Ethan Harm  to  All panelists : when will this livestream end
15:25:30  From  Carleigh DeLapp : Outdoor Prom, it would help adhere to social distancing ;)
15:25:36  From  Emerald Knopik : I think prom should just be the seniors to minimize crowds of people. It sucks, but even if this thing blows over, it's best to be safe.
15:25:42  From  Elle Warmuth : This is being recorded. We'll post soon on how to access the recording.
15:25:46  From  Ethan Harm  to  All panelists : I like the drive in movie theater
15:25:50  From  Ethan Harm  to  All panelists : idea
15:25:52 From Nate Markquart: Have prom immediately after our postponed graduation (if social distancing eases up)
15:25:59 From Elena Breiner: ^^ yes nate
15:26:05 From Braeden Goff: yes
15:26:06 From Jayden Armitage: Outdoor on the field !!!!!
15:26:24 From Jayden Armitage: Love that Nate!!
15:26:25 From Nicole: Outdoor!
15:26:29 From Elena Breiner: please don't cancel i can't return my dress :/
15:26:30 From Emerald Knopik: Outdoor in the summer, maybe the end of august?
15:26:33 From Beth to All panelists: outdoor
15:26:34 From Braeden Goff: Especially since the grad night thing will probably be cancelled
15:26:37 From shanvofo: I like Nates idea^^^^
15:26:38 From Nicole: Car parade could be fun too
15:26:43 From Hope Klingenstein: Outdoor and push it back into the summer!
15:26:45 From kerry LeBleu: would like a Virtual Baccalaureate with Youth pastor Taylor from Calvary Community Church Sunday June 7th at 2 PM
15:26:46 From Ethan Harm: I like the drive in movie theater idea
15:26:52 From Bridger Eberhart: nates idea
15:27:00 From kat to All panelists: scheduling it next year doesn’t make sense, because no one is going to leave college for prom
15:27:04 From lilly duff: i think it might be too late for a formal prom
15:27:14 From Jayden Armitage: Nate said right after graduation!!!
15:27:14 From Nate Markquart: Have prom immediately after graduation (if social distancing is eased up)
15:27:16 From Emerald Knopik: Never too late for me, even if we have to do it next year
15:27:20 From lilly duff: we could do something like a tolo
15:27:24 From Elena Breiner: next year is too late
15:27:35 From Elena Breiner: we want it to be formal as thats what we've wanted for our whole lives
15:27:45 From Hattie Barker to All panelists: No prom after late July
15:27:47 From kmhughes to All panelists: have graduation in morning and prom in the evening
15:27:53 From Emerald Knopik: Lol i'll just have my junior friends invite me next year haha
15:27:55 From Hope Klingenstein to All panelists: Maybe this could be perfect in a Christmas break?
15:27:57 From Nicole: maybe someone goes around and takes pictures of the seniors in their driveways in their formal attire and compiles them into a video or photo collage even if we can't have a dance
15:27:58 From Ceithlinn: I don't think an outdoor prom would work given the circumstances and possible upcoming circumstances. I mean, everyone in Florida went to the beach and got COVID. Maybe the middle of July would work?
15:27:59 From Collette: Next year is too late
15:28:03 From Kendra: wait if we do prom after graduation what about grad night?
15:28:07 From parker: hazmat suit
15:28:09 From megan meath: Maybe two days before or after graduation
15:28:16 From helen to All panelists: What if we combined it into one thing so that people could wear their prom outfits to graduation and then go straight into prom?
15:28:18 From Nate Markquart: I think having it next year could work because it would almost be like a reunion for everyone to come back together
15:28:28 From Jayden Armitage: A month
15:28:30 From Elena Breiner: a month should be enough
15:28:34 From Marin: I think most girls have their dresses at least
15:28:34 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: a month at the least probably
15:28:36 From McKenna K: like a at least two weeks
15:28:36 From Nicole: about a month
15:28:37 From Carleigh DeLapp: a month
15:28:38 From Beth to All panelists: month
15:28:40 From lilly duff: a month
15:28:40 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: a month
15:28:41 From Mckay Cheney to All panelists: just lemme know when we have it and I’ll be there
15:28:41 From Hattie Barker to All panelists: a month
15:28:42  From Hannah D : a month or two at most
15:28:43  From janelle m : few weeks
15:28:49  From kerry to All panelists : schedule it NOW for sometime this summer. that way the right venue can be found - it'll be difficult with all of the weddings too. but don't cancel it!!!!
15:28:52  From seaton to All panelists : a week
15:28:53  From Hattie Barker to All panelists : no
15:28:54  From janelle m : no
15:28:55  From Marin : no
15:28:56  From Presley Eckblad to All panelists : no
15:28:56  From Molly to All panelists : no
15:28:56  From James to All panelists : yes
15:28:57  From Carleigh DeLapp : No it would work
15:28:57  From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists : no
15:28:57  From swilcox : no not too late
15:28:57  From Beth to All panelists : no
15:28:57  From Jayden Armitage : Yes at least two weeks, a month would be perfect
15:28:58  From lilly duff : no
15:28:59  From Nate Markquart : No
15:28:59  From Jayden Armitage : no
15:29:01  From Gabby Yanusevich : no
15:29:01  From Ethan Harm to All panelists : no
15:29:01  From Nate Markquart : perfecy
15:29:02  From Heather : no
15:29:03  From Emerald Knopik : Again,nothing is too late for me
15:29:04  From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists : no
15:29:15 From kmhughes to All panelists : can we get several days scheduled on the calendar for graduation/prom with back ups as save the dates
15:29:16 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists : ^
15:29:18 From Nicole : for those of us who haven't gone shopping, we just need time to be able to do so
15:29:19 From Parker : renting a tux is impossible right now
15:29:19 From Emerald Knopik : This has been my dream, I'll wait for anything
15:29:21 From Jayden Armitage : I think at this point everyone is really flexible at this point, as long as we get something.
15:29:40 From Nick Yochum : Animal Crossing Prom @Nate?
15:29:44 From Nate Markquart : YES NICK
15:29:51 From kmhughes to All panelists : If we have it at sunset and at our school this is ok
15:29:51 From kat to All panelists : kinda
15:29:53 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists : better than nothing
15:29:54 From Beet to All panelists : we can do outside the field too
15:29:54 From Emerald Knopik : I think it would be fun at school. As a last hurrah.
15:29:54 From Jayden Armitage : Prom is prom at this point!!
15:29:54 From seaton to All panelists : Kelly farms....
15:29:54 From tj to All panelists : yes
15:29:56 From Marin : no it would be better if it was at least outside
15:29:56 From Dylan McLeod to All panelists : animal crossing prom
15:29:58 From Emerald Knopik : I think it would be fun at school. As a last hurrah.
15:29:58 From Jayden Armitage : Prom is prom at this point!!
15:29:58 From janelle m : yeah
15:29:58 From kiera : i don't care where as long as it happens
15:29:59 From Eli Davidson to All panelists : prom on the football field?
15:30:03 From Gabby Yanusevich : I agree with Elena
15:30:07 From Parker : its a game
15:30:08 From Peyton Blanco : I'm Nick
15:30:08 From swilcox : Alyssa says that's fine
15:30:09 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists : me too
15:30:10 From Cheyenne Collier : I think it would be better outside
15:30:11 From seaton to All panelists : possibly on a weeknight instead when venues are more available
15:30:12  From  Jayden Armitage : YES
15:30:13  From  Carleigh DeLapp : Yes Kelly Farms or a cool outdoor venue would be cool!
15:30:16  From  Hope Klingenstein : I think right now, we just want it to happen!
15:30:16  From  Beth   to   All panelists : field
15:30:17  From  Hattie Barker   to   All panelists : I dont care where it happens either, as long as it happens
15:30:17  From  Nicole : Depending on the weather, I think an outdoor prom would be better
15:30:18  From  Jayden Armitage : BLHS and SHS PROM PLEASE
15:30:19  From  dstevens   to   All panelists : maybe suggest same dates different month.
15:30:22  From  Lindsey Mccasland : Yes!
15:30:23  From  kerry   to   All panelists : definitely not the same but better than NOT having it at all. but try for another venue if possible
15:30:28  From  Emerald Knopik : We never got to say goodbye to school, prom would be a good way to say goodbye
15:30:29  From  Lindsey Taylor   to   All panelists : joint prom!
15:30:29  From  lilly duff : kelly farm is expensive
15:30:30  From  Hannah D : Yess!
15:30:37  From  Mckay Cheney   to   All panelists : combined prom?
15:30:44  From  tj   to   All panelists : I like the idea on a joined prom
15:30:46  From  Eli Davidson   to   All panelists : if BLHS abs SHS togther we could afford Kelly farm
15:30:47  From  Braeden Goff : Itd be easier to get one venue if we do it together
15:30:51  From  McKenna K : wouldn't want prom on the football field, that turf gets everywhere
15:30:52  From  seaton   to   All panelists : I'm sure we could ask Kelly Farms to help with a discount
15:30:54  From  Elena Breiner : maybe we could get kelley farm to "donate" their big field for a night for combined
15:30:59  From  Nicole : yes please
15:31:00  From  Lindsey Mccasland : yes
15:31:00  From  Hannah D : yes
15:31:01  From  Courtney Bare   to   All panelists : yes
15:31:01  From  kat   to   All panelists : yesssse
15:31:02  From  Katelyn Roundtree   to   All panelists : yes
15:31:02  From  parker : yes
15:31:02  From  lilly duff : yes
15:31:02  From  Emerald Knopik : Outside
15:31:03  From  Gabby Yanusevich   to   All panelists : yes
15:31:03  From  Nate Markquart : yeah
15:31:03  From  Lindsey Taylor   to   All panelists : yes!!
15:31:03  From  Matt Holmes   to   All panelists : yes
15:31:03  From  Beth   to   All panelists : yes
15:31:05  From  Isaiah : yes
15:31:05  From  Eli Davidson   to   All panelists : yes
15:31:06  From  Jayden Armitage : It would be much easier and it gives all driving seniors a chance to be together and experience these moments together. Outside ALL the way!
15:31:06  From  kiera : yep
15:31:07  From  Elena Breiner : yes outside
15:31:07  From  tj   to   All panelists : sure
15:31:14  From  janelle m : depends on weather
15:31:15  From  Sydney : Nope
15:31:15  From  Carleigh DeLapp : Would Kelly Farm be able to donate becuase it local? even if it a weekday night?
15:31:16  From  swilcox : yes
15:31:16  From  Mason Brooks : Yes
15:31:16  From  McKenna K : (it gets cold outside at night btw)
15:31:28  From  Emerald Knopik : Summer
15:31:32  From  kat   to   All panelists : no on next year
15:31:32  From  Sydney : Its gets cold outside during the night.
15:31:33  From  parker : the summer
15:31:34 From Beth to All panelists: summer
15:31:35 From Elena Breiner: That's good ^ bc we're gonna be warm from dancing
15:31:36 From seaton to All panelists: summer it's nice
15:31:36 From Beth to All panelists: july
15:31:37 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: I think next year is too late
15:31:38 From Hope Klingenstein: The summer
15:31:40 From Jayden Armitage: too late is august
15:31:41 From kerry to All panelists: not past end of JULY.
15:31:41 From Jerden to All panelists: september
15:31:42 From Marin: july is too late
15:31:42 From janelle m: september too late
15:31:42 From Mckay Cheney to All panelists: also heels and grass
15:31:44 From Nick Yochum: August for our athletes leaving early for college
15:31:44 From Abigail Davenport: July 2020
15:31:45 From Elena Breiner: summer not next year
15:31:46 From lilly duff: next year
15:31:46 From parker: it is
15:31:47 From Eli Davidson to All panelists: before August
15:31:50 From Emerald Knopik: I will go till next year but others won't
15:31:51 From Lindsey Mccasland: next year is too late
15:31:51 From Bridger Eberhart: september
15:31:52 From Ellyce: next year is way too late
15:31:52 From Nicole: september
15:31:52 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: September probably
15:31:53 From Sydney to All panelists: I think doing anything after July will be hard for students leaving
15:31:54 From tj to All panelists: I do not want to walk with the juniors
15:31:54 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: beginning of August
15:31:54 From kat to All panelists: August or July
15:31:55 From Elena Breiner: july this year is fine, august is too late
15:31:55 From megan meath: Most School's are in school by August 20th
15:31:56 From Stacey Brooks: July is too late for some kids.
15:31:56 From parker: yes
15:31:56 From lilly duff: and past aug
15:31:58 From Collette: Mid august is the latest
15:31:58 From Megan Schneider: Before August
15:31:58 From Cheyenne Collier: august is too late
15:31:59 From Kendra: next year wont be good because people are gone off to college and wont be able to come back for prom
15:32:01 From Braeden Goff: Next year wouldn't be the same, it'd be more of just a reunion
15:32:01 From swilcox: Next year is too late. By early August.
15:32:02 From kerry to All panelists: cannot be past July due to move ins at college and orientations for college.
15:32:03 From Feki Oreilly: Not next year
15:32:04 From Matt Holmes: next year is too late, this year or bust
15:32:06 From Kimberly to All panelists: Kyle S Says after graduation is too late
15:32:06 From Mason Brooks: Well just like graduation people are leaving and won't be back
15:32:10 From Molly to All panelists: you don't want to be in college and going to a high school prom
15:32:16 From Peyton Blanco: Cancel 2021 give it to us
15:32:16 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: not next year
15:32:18 From Ellyce: probably not many
15:32:18 From lilly duff: too late
15:32:18 From Jayden Armitage: Not many, if any at all
15:32:20 From Hannah D: depends
15:32:20 From Elena Breiner: they won't come back
15:32:21 From Rebecca Harrington: not next year
15:32:21 From Lindsey Mccasland: not many
15:32:22 From Nate Markquart: I think that it could work in December over break and be a sort of reunion for many students. It would be unconventional but still a lot of fun to come back together
15:32:23 From McDonald: Few
15:32:24 From Alexej Latimer: I couldn’t be sure I would
15:32:24 From Marin: if it’s in the school year very few
15:32:25 From Hattie Barker to All panelists: maybe next summer, but not during the school year
15:32:25 From tj to All panelists: no
15:32:26 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: I would come back if it’s planned far enough ahead
15:32:26 From Beth to All panelists: not many
15:32:26 From Hope Klingenstein to All panelists: What about a Christmas break prom?
15:32:27 From Kendra: not a lot of people would come tbh
15:32:28 From kat to All panelists: it doesn’t seem worth it if it goes next yeat
15:32:30 From Nicole: few
15:32:30 From Courtney Bare to All panelists: it would have to be during some type of college break
15:32:33 From swilcox: probably not
15:32:33 From Emerald Knopik: Maybe just for us. None of the juniors this year. Our own prom.
15:32:35 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: Costco has toilet paper
15:32:36 From Lindsey Mccasland: it wouldn’t be the same
15:32:37 From Carleigh DeLapp: Not many, it wouldn’t feel like our senior year anymore
15:32:38 From Elena Breiner: people don’t want to come back from college to a high school dance
15:32:39 From Nicole: maybe a winter formal to make up for it
15:32:42 From parker: thats too late
15:32:43 From Alexej Latimer: I doubt it will be well attended
15:32:45 From Collette: Not sure that many kids would come back
15:32:45 From Jayden Armitage: I agree with Alexej. I don’t know if I would go.
15:32:47 From kerry to All panelists: nobody will want to go back to a high school function after being in college. no. must be this summer!!!!!
15:32:54 From Sydney to All panelists: I think people will be ready and in their next chapters so the likeliness of people showing up would probably not be very big
15:32:58 From helen to All panelists: It wouldn’t be the same, a lot of people we love are going into the military or not coming back
15:32:58 From kat to All panelists: 20%
15:33:00 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: 30
15:33:00 From lilly duff: 40
15:33:00 From Carleigh DeLapp: 25
15:33:01 From McKenna K: 20%
15:33:01 From Josh Lee: <50%?
15:33:01 From McDonald: 5%
15:33:01 From Nick Yochum: 35%
15:33:02 From Lindsey Mccasland: 20
15:33:02 From Kendra: not even 50%
15:33:02 From Beth to All panelists: each year is for different class
15:33:02 From Mckenna Herron to All panelists: 20%
15:33:03 From Hattie Barker to All panelists: 25
15:33:03 From Emerald Knopik: It’s hard to know the future where we wouldbe
15:33:04 From Jayden Armitage: 5% if that
15:33:05 From Elena Breiner: 20%
15:33:05 From Ellyce: 20%
15:33:05 From kerry to All panelists: 20
15:33:05 From Marin: maybe 20%
15:33:05 From Bridger Eberhart: 15%
15:33:05 From parker: 50
15:33:06 From megan meath: 1%
15:33:07 From Nicole: 20-40% at the most
15:33:07 From tj to All panelists: 50%
15:33:08 From Hope Klingenstein: 50%
15:33:08  From  ryleigh : none
15:33:08  From  Mackenzie Macdonald : 25%
15:33:09  From  Hannah D : 30%
15:33:10  From  Tanner Sparks : 25%
15:33:11  From Beth to  All panelists : 20
15:33:12  From  Abigail Davenport : 10%
15:33:13  From  Matt Holmes : 49.99
15:33:13  From  Lindsey Taylor to  All panelists : 50%
15:33:13  From  Mason Brooks : would kids in military even be able to come back is the question.
15:33:14  From  Ceithlinn : Most people will be at college or in the military or on missions all through next school year. I don't think that it would be possible for people to come back, even if they wanted to.
15:33:15  From  Feki Oreilly : 10%
15:33:18  From  Josh Lee : 49.98
15:33:18  From  benjamin : not enough of us
15:33:23  From Sydney : 40%
15:33:26  From seaton to  All panelists : most wouldn’t come back
15:33:26  From Lisa "Joyce" Nelson to  All panelists : 10%
15:33:31  From Nicole : yes please
15:33:32  From kmhughes to  All panelists : on campus is fine
15:33:36  From  Emerald Knopik : Yes
15:33:36  From Kendra : yes
15:33:36  From Hattie Barker to  All panelists : yes
15:33:37  From  tj to  All panelists : yes
15:33:38  From kerry to  All panelists : yes
15:33:39  From Nicole : late july, early august
15:33:40  From aylen palma : a christmas prom would be cool because alot of people would come from college for vacation
15:33:42  From  Emerald Knopik : Yes
15:33:43  From Braeden Goff : yes
15:33:43  From Elena Breiner : july please !
15:33:43  From janelle m : yes
15:33:44  From Nicole : yes
15:33:44  From Beth to  All panelists : yes
15:33:45  From Lindsey Lewis : Yes
15:33:45  From  Katelyn Roundtree to  All panelists : summer outdoor prom would be fun
15:33:46  From Lindsey Mccasland : yes
15:33:46  From Hattie Barker to  All panelists : yes
15:33:46  From Collette : yes
15:33:47  From  Emerald Knopik : On campus is okay
15:33:48  From Kbaley to  All panelists : what if you held a “formal” 1 year reunion for the class of 2020. celebrate them with a dance, senior video, senior awards..etc
15:33:48  From Lindsey Taylor to  All panelists : yes!!
15:33:49  From Karen Crueger to  All panelists : keep in mind weather if outside.
15:33:49  From kmhughes to  All panelists : 49.97
15:33:50  From Hope Klingenstein : yes
15:34:02  From  Emerald Knopik : Agree aylen palma
15:34:02  From Jayden Armitage : On campus totally okay. Location is not a big deal.
15:34:24  From  McDonald : no
15:34:25  From Molly to  All panelists : no
15:34:29  From Jayden Armitage : it would for sure be weird
15:34:29  From  Lilly duff : no
15:34:30  From Katelyn Roundtree to  All panelists : kinda weird but better than nothing
15:34:33  From Hattie Barker to  All panelists : that wouldnt be fun
15:34:34  From Lindsey Mccasland : it wouldn't be the same
15:34:36  From seaton to  All panelists : no
15:34:38  From Beth to  All panelists : no
15:34:39  From tj to  All panelists : it wouldn’t be the same
no it would feel weird we wouldn't be able to actually celebrate
I mean, 6ft would be weird
I don’t think that would be a good experience with social distancing
That would be not good because people would break that rule
it would be really weird to need to be 6ft away from each other
Mckay Cheney to All panelists: six feet apart partner dancing would be wacky
too weird
Mackenzie Macdonald: 6 feet would be weird
Its a dance?
that wouldn't be the same
extremely awkward
way too weird
carry a pool noodle at all times for spacing
Graduation/Prom dinner night outside? Keep social distance
That would be not good because people would break that rule
Jus a lil awkward
heels on turf?
Mckay Cheney to All panelists: too much room for jesus
might be a bit isolating, conversation would flow well?
Idk how you’d make sure people are 6 ft apart
we could make marks to wear that match our colors??
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
pictures
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
15:35:25 From McDonald: Its the whole experience
15:35:25 From Kimberly to All panelists: Would you have to be 6 feet apart from your date or from other people who did not come with you?
15:35:25 From Molly to All panelists: both
15:35:26 From Megan Schneider: both
15:35:27 From Kerry to All panelists: being together and dresssing up
15:35:28 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: both
15:35:31 From parker: outside is good but social distancing will not happen
15:35:32 From swilcox: dressing up and being together
15:35:33 From Nicole: but especially after this just being able to see people again
15:35:44 From senior: no
15:35:45 From Lindsey McCasland: no
15:35:46 From Kat to All panelists: no
15:35:46 From McDonald: no
15:35:47 From aylen palma: no
15:35:47 From tj to All panelists: no
15:35:47 From Lisa "Joyce" Nelson to All panelists: no
15:35:47 From kiera: no
15:35:48 From McKenna K: no
15:35:48 From Braedon Goff: no
15:35:49 From Hattie Barker to All panelists: no
15:35:50 From parker: no
15:35:50 From Nick Yochum: nah
15:35:50 From seaton to All panelists: no
15:35:50 From Sydney: no
15:35:50 From ryleigh: no
15:35:50 From swilcox: no
15:35:51 From Cheyenne Collier: no
15:35:52 From Bridger Eberhart: no
15:35:52 From Feki Oreilly: no
15:35:53 From parker: no
15:35:54 From Rebecca Harrington: provide sanitizer. add a pretty mask and just dance like normal
15:35:54 From Mackenzie Macdonald: no
15:35:54 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: maybe
15:35:55 From Lilly Duff: i think a senior sunset would be fun
15:35:57 From parker: no
15:35:58 From Carleigh DeLapp: no I would rather wait until distancing is over
15:36:01 From Molly: but graduation is more important to me
15:36:03 From Marin: not really because it would be hard to just have a conversation with the other seniors
15:36:04 From km Hughes to All panelists: at least you could see your friends one last time
15:36:08 From Nate Markquart: I wouldn't out of awkwardness, but more out of safety
15:36:09 From Emerald Knopik: Agree carleigh
15:36:11 From Helen to All panelists: If you're not going to do it right, why do it?
15:36:19 From kiera: no
15:36:21 From Hope Klingenstein: noooo
15:36:21 From Beth to All panelists: no
15:36:22 From Lilly Duff: no
15:36:22 From Hattie Barker to All panelists: no
15:36:22 From Lindsey McCasland: no
15:36:22 From Jayden Armitage: no
15:36:23 From Matt Holmes: No
15:36:23 From tj to All panelists: no
15:36:24 From Feki Oreilly: graduation is more important
15:36:24 From Courtney Bare to All panelists: no
15:36:24 From Lindsey Lewis  : no
15:36:24 From kerry  to  All panelists  : no
15:36:24 From kat  to  All panelists  : no
15:36:25 From Ellyce  : no
15:36:26 From Cheyenne Collier  : no
15:36:26 From Hannah D  : wait till social distance is over
15:36:27 From ryleigh  : no no no
15:36:28 From tj  to  All panelists  : Minecraft
15:36:28 From Hannah D  : no
15:36:28 From Collette  : no
15:36:28 From McKenna K  : roblox
15:36:29 From Nicole  : it don't think it would
15:36:30 From aylen palma  : no
15:36:31 From parker  : a mask wont work
15:36:32 From swilcox  : no
15:36:32 From kat  to  All panelists  : no virtual prom
15:36:34 From ryleigh  : thats not prom
15:36:35 From Nicole  : yes please
15:36:35 From Beth  to  All panelists  : yes
15:36:36 From Collette  : yes
15:36:36 From aylen palma  : yes
15:36:36 From Hope Klingenstein  : Just wait for social distancing
15:36:36 From Emerald Knopik  : minecraft prom
15:36:36 From Elena Breiner  : yes
15:36:36 From Josh Lee  : In person prom
15:36:37 From Mackenzie Macdonald  : yes
15:36:37 From McKenna McDaniel  to  All panelists  : i don't think virtual prom is going to work
15:36:38 From Hattie Barker  to  All panelists  : yes
15:36:39 From Hannah D  : yes
15:36:39 From Marin  : I don't think it would work it's more of a joke
15:36:40 From senior  : yes
15:36:42 From Lindsey Taylor  to  All panelists  : club penguin prom
15:36:43 From Kylie Mosier  to  All panelists  : just postpone prom
15:36:47 From Ceithlinn  : People dance in a Zoom meeting? That's kind of weird...
15:36:50 From Dylan McLeod  to  All panelists  : Club penguin meetup prom. We'll all go to the dance club
15:36:55 From Katelyn Roundtree  to  All panelists  : what about grad night?
15:36:56 From Bridger Eberhart  : do prom on the craft
15:36:57 From Matt Holmes  : I will dance on a zoom meeting
15:37:06 From kerry LeBleu  : online games and prizes
15:37:13 From McKenna K  : lets have prom on poptropica
15:37:14 From Hannah D  : I feel like we need to put our best effort to try harder and not do something like lights just saying
15:37:15 From seaton  to  All panelists  : Matthew.
15:37:17 From aylen palma  : senior breakfast?
15:37:19 From parker  : hi longland
15:37:20 From Mckay Cheney  : animal crossing prom?
15:37:22 From Emerald Knopik  : wizard101
15:37:26 From Braeden Goff  : Club penguin prom
15:37:31 From senior  : what about the honors ceremony? how am I getting my honor chord?
15:37:32 From Nick Yochum  : Animal crossing 100%
15:37:34 From Braeden Goff  : Can dance and everything
15:37:35 From McKenna K  : webkinz
15:37:37 From Mason Brooks  : lets take this seriously
15:37:48 From Bridger Eberhart  : dance dance revolution prom
15:37:54 From Sydney  : what about grad night, scholarship award night
15:37:57 From Emerald Knopik  : aw cmon gotta lighten the mood
15:38:05 From Emerald Knopik  : SENIOR SUNSET
15:38:15  From  Katelyn Roundtree   to   All panelists : what about grad night
15:38:33  From  Dylan McLeod   to   All panelists : Gmod prom
15:39:12  From  Nate Markquart : Senior awards night can be over Zoom, its not a super interactive
15:39:16  From  Jayden Armitage : Could we do students only
15:39:17  From  Emerald Knopik : Yes
15:39:18  From  Lindsey Mccasland   to   All panelists : i agree with nate
15:39:20  From  Rebecca Harrington : sounds great
15:39:21  From  Courtney Bare   to   All panelists : virtual award are like the only thing that’s ok online
15:39:21  From  tj   to   All panelists : meh
15:39:23  From  kat   to   All panelists : virtual is not the same we don’t get the actual award
15:39:24  From  kiera   : i’m okay with awards night being virtual
15:39:24  From  Elena Breiner : agree nate
15:39:25  From  Jayden Armitage : have it be recorded or on Xoom for parents
15:39:25  From  Emerald Knopik : zoom would be fine honestly
15:39:25  From  Hannah D : yes
15:39:27  From  Kylie Mosier   to   All panelists : I think a posted video tribute would be good
15:39:28  From  Nate Markquart : Anyone can watch
15:39:29  From  tj   to   All panelists : ya
15:39:30  From  Beth   to   All panelists : i agree with nate
15:39:31  From  Nick Yochum : Zoom would work
15:39:32  From  Kendra : for the slide show idea why dont we share freshmen year all the way up to senior year
15:39:33  From  kat   to   All panelists : I want my family thete
15:39:34  From  Kyle Sales   to   All panelists : I just want my diploma. I honestly don’t care about anything else. I’m not worried about a prom or all this extra stuff. I want my diploma and that’s all.
15:39:35  From  kerry   to   All panelists : that’s not super important like the other ones. not all seniors get awards
15:39:37  From  Hope Klingenstein : Do both virtually and at the same time
15:39:39  From  parker : would i get one
15:39:43  From  Sydney : families want to be apart of the experience
15:39:44  From  Collin : Yeah I think it makes sense to do it over zoom
15:39:54  From  kerry   to   All panelists : virtual is fine.
15:39:58  From  kat   to   All panelists : virtual is not the same
15:39:59  From  tj   to   All panelists : zoom has a limit tho
15:40:00  From  Sydney : zoom?
15:40:01  From  Bridger Eberhart : host a show like the emmys
15:40:05  From  McKenna K : if there just watching it can be youtube live
15:40:07  From  Collette : Zoom is fine for awards
15:40:08  From  Emerald Knopik : Maybe say the names if anyone got the award but deliver it personally??
15:40:08  From  Hope Klingenstein : yes
15:40:09  From  Rebecca Harrington : yes
15:40:09  From  Marin : yes
15:40:09  From  Cheyenne Collier : yes
15:40:10  From  Lindsey Mccasland : yes
15:40:10  From  Elyce : yes
15:40:11  From  Matt Holmes : yeah
15:40:11  From  Hattie Barker   to   All panelists : yes
15:40:11  From  Elena Breiner : yes
15:40:12  From  Kylie Mosier   to   All panelists : yes
15:40:12  From  Nick Yochum : yes
15:40:12  From  kat   to   All panelists : no
15:40:12  From  Nicole : yes
15:40:13  From  Jayden Armitage : yes
15:40:13  From  kerry   to   All panelists : yes
15:40:13  From  ryleigh : yes
15:40:14  From  swilcox : yes
15:40:15  From  Isaiah : yes
15:40:17 From Kendra: yes
15:40:19 From Gabby Yanusevich to All panelists: yes
15:40:22 From Nate Markquart: You could also have a pre recorded thing and make it fun like an oscars ceremony
15:40:25 From kmhughes to All panelists: virtual is fine.
15:40:29 From Nick Yochum: ^^
15:40:29 From Carleigh DeLapp: ^^
15:40:29 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: I’m supposed to make the senior breakfast slide shoe and I just don’t know how I’m going to do it without the help of Blansfield
15:40:30 From Gabriella Hursh to All panelists: for heart of the panthers we should do like a prerecorded surprise at the houses with a compilations
15:40:32 From Jayden Armitage: Fun Nate!
15:40:32 From Emerald Knopik: yes
15:40:34 From Bridger Eberhart: ^^
15:40:45 From Nick Yochum: YES
15:40:46 From Molly to All panelists: senior awards only affect some seniors not everyone so those people should vote not everyone
15:40:49 From Jayden Armitage: YES
15:40:51 From kmhughes to All panelists: what is that
15:40:52 From Elena Breiner: senior sunset from our cars on original night of graduation
15:40:52 From Emerald Knopik: Please senior sunset
15:40:54 From ryleigh: YES
15:40:55 From Lindsey Mccasland: Yes please
15:40:56 From Nick Yochum: Senior Sunset is a must
15:40:57 From Josh Lee: Senior sunset a must
15:40:58 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: yes please
15:41:00 From Hope Klingenstein: YES have everyone from their cars!!
15:41:00 From Josh Lee: jinx
15:41:00 From Carleigh DeLapp: Yes Elena!
15:41:01 From Gabby Yanusevich to All panelists: ^
15:41:01 From Nick Yochum: JOSH
15:41:01 From Jayden Armitage: A MUST
15:41:02 From Braeden Goff: Senior sunset in cars
15:41:02 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: senior sunset stay far apart
15:41:03 From Nicole: we bring our own blankets and we have to sit on them to keep the distance between us
15:41:04 From Cheyenne Collier: like elena said- in our cars
15:41:05 From Emerald Knopik: Or like a little meeting so we can say goodbye and say hello
15:41:05 From Marin: senior sunset from our cars
15:41:06 From Courtney Bare to All panelists: cars
15:41:07 From Braeden Goff: In the parking lot
15:41:08 From Mckay Cheney: pls senior sunset
15:41:11 From tj to All panelists: cars
15:41:14 From swilcox: all park in cars for sunset
15:41:17 From Emerald Knopik: Senior sunset in cars would be cool
15:41:18 From kerry to All panelists: social distancing would work
15:41:19 From Lindsey Mccasland: yes in cars! that’s a great idea
15:41:20 From Josh Lee: could we not do the stadium and just distance ourselves?
15:41:21 From McKenna McDaniel to All panelists: 6 feet a part senior sunset?
15:41:22 From Alexej Latimer: For both a sunset and parade. Some don’t have cars
15:41:25 From Josh Lee: what about people w/o cars
15:41:26 From megan meath: Bring a blanket and stay 6ft apart
15:41:27 From Sydney: staying the cars would be cute. It would be like going to the drive in
15:41:29 From lilly duff: we could do like a tailgate type of thing
15:41:31 From Emerald Knopik: We can all blast music and have fun
15:41:32 From ryleigh: just sit 6 ft away from each other
15:41:34 From tj to All panelists: might be hard for those who don’t
15:41:38 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: tailgate
15:41:38 From Kendra: with the cars idea not everyone has cars and not everyone ride would want to stay to watch as well
15:41:43 From Jayden Armitage: We could for sure social distance
15:41:45 From seaton to All panelists: carpool
15:41:47 From Emerald Knopik: Yes
15:41:49 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: if we tailgate
15:41:52 From Mackenzie Macdonald: yes
15:41:52 From Matt Holmes: no
15:41:52 From Sydney: no
15:41:53 From Lindsey Mccasland: yes
15:41:53 From Ayleen Piteo-Tarpy to All panelists: yes
15:41:53 From ryleigh: yes
15:41:54 From Alexej Latimer: no
15:41:54 From Hannah D: yes
15:41:54 From Josh Lee: Distancing would work for senior sunset
15:41:54 From Feki Oreilly: no
15:41:54 From Ellyce: yes
15:41:54 From Hope Klingenstein: For sure, people would listen
15:41:55 From Kylie Mosier to All panelists: if that's the only way we would be allowed to get one yes
15:41:55 From aylen palma: no
15:41:55 From McDonald: no
15:41:56 From Nick Yochum: I solemnly swear I will social distance :)
15:41:56 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: yes
15:41:56 From swilcox: yes
15:41:57 From kat to All panelists: yes
15:41:57 From Jayden Armitage: as long as we get the expiernce yes
15:41:58 From Marin: for the most part yes
15:41:59 From Emerald Knopik: Ehhhhhh maybe
15:41:59 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: maybe
15:42:00 From kerry to All panelists: if it meant keeping this important tradition then yes
15:42:00 From Beth to All panelists: maybe
15:42:01 From Sydney to All panelists: I think that we could do it in cars at the stadiums or another field type area, maybe the Kelly farms field where renaissance fair is.
15:42:03 From Carleigh DeLapp: 75
15:42:03 From Matt Holmes: 50
15:42:04 From Hattie Barker to All panelists: 50
15:42:05 From Braeden Goff: 50
15:42:05 From Ellyce: 50
15:42:05 From ryleigh: if it happened people would respect that
15:42:05 From Hope Klingenstein: 75%
15:42:05 From Sydney: people are going to want to talk to their friends
15:42:06 From Jayden Armitage: 98%
15:42:06 From Beth to All panelists: 50
15:42:06 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: 80
15:42:06 From Hannah D: 20
15:42:06 From Emerald Knopik: 50
15:42:06 From kiera: 60
15:42:06 From Lindsey Mccasland: 75
15:42:07 From Nick Yochum: 70%
15:42:08 From Cheyenne Collier: 50
15:42:09 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: 75%
15:42:10 From Kylie Mosier to All panelists: 75
15:42:10 From Marin: 8-
15:42:10 From kerry to All panelists: 70
15:42:10 From Rebecca Harrington: 50
15:42:11 From Lisa "Joyce" Nelson to All panelists: 50%
15:42:11 From Nicole: 50% or more
15:42:12 From Elena Breiner: 70%
15:42:12 From Ceithlinn: 5%
15:42:13 From Marin: 80
15:42:14 From ryleigh: 75
15:42:14 From tj to All panelists: 20-50
15:42:16 From seaton to All panelists: we would never break the rules :)
15:42:16 From McKenna K: 65%
15:42:17 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: 80
15:42:17 From helen to All panelists: Most people aren't even social distancing now
15:42:17 From Nicole: yes
15:42:18 From Collin: 65
15:42:18 From Mackenzie Macdonald: yes
15:42:18 From Mckay Cheney: 23%
15:42:18 From parker: no
15:42:20 From Emerald Knopik: yeah talk it over
15:42:21 From megan meath: Yes because by June the stay at home order is done and groups of 10 should be expected so if people can be in groups of 10 it would work!!
15:42:22 From Braeden Goff: It might just be more like 3 ft not 6 ft
15:42:26 From Sydney: to risky
15:42:26 From Ceithlinn: Where would we put all those cars? Between both schools, we have over 1000 seniors, right?
15:42:27 From McKenna McDaniel to All panelists: would if it is a requirement to bring masks?
15:42:27 From kerry to All panelists: police it with volunteers
15:42:36 From kat to All panelists: not worth it
15:42:38 From Emerald Knopik: drive thru
15:42:48 From Emerald Knopik: drive thru senior breakfast
15:42:51 From parker: nah
15:42:52 From Courtney Bare to All panelists: no
15:42:54 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: the video for senior breakfast gets made in broadcasting so idk who would do it
15:42:54 From Emerald Knopik: drive thru senior breakfast
15:42:56 From ryleigh: noooo virtual
15:43:03 From tj to All panelists: no
15:43:04 From Nicole: yes
15:43:05 From megan meath: we all get Mcdonalds
15:43:06 From kerry to All panelists: drive thru
15:43:06 From Jayden Armitage: Love it
15:43:07 From Nick Yochum: McDonalds hashbrowns tho
15:43:08 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: yes
15:43:09 From Mckay Cheney: I can make eggos and that’s it
15:43:11 From tj to All panelists: combine
15:43:12 From parker: yes
15:43:12 From Lindsey Mccasland: yes!
15:43:19 From ryleigh: yes
15:43:20 From aylen palma: i agree with emerald!!
15:43:20 From Emerald Knopik: YES
15:43:22 From Mckay Cheney: drive through
15:43:26 From Alexej Latimer: No, taco bell
15:43:26 From Ryan Bach: hiw x
15:43:28 From Braeden Goff: yes
15:43:28  From  Nicole    : yes
15:43:29  From  parker   : i can make ramen
15:43:29  From  Elena Breiner : yes
15:43:29  From  Sydney : gift cards for all seniors?
15:43:33  From  Nate Markquart : Zoom and everyone cooks a meal together at the same time, make it interactive
15:43:34  From  Emerald Knopik : mcdonalds
15:43:34  From  kat   to All panelists : people have allergies
15:43:36  From  Carleigh DeLapp : that would be cool!
15:43:46  From  shanvofo : I like the gift card idea
15:43:46  From  Lindsey Taylor  to  All panelists : I would love that
15:43:46  From  tj    to All panelists : a lot of kids work at McDonald’s
15:43:49  From  Ryan Bach : how can we involve jazz bands?
15:43:49  From  Emerald Knopik : OH OR DOUGHNUTS
15:43:50  From  Sydney : no fast food please. we deserve better
15:43:51  From  Elena Breiner : i know at bl we do a video for senior breakfast and have performances too, so could we still get that
15:44:01  From  Kimberly  to All panelists : How about cooking on campus like the football players do. Then drive through
15:44:01  From  Emerald Knopik : nah fast food is great
15:44:06  From  parker : no jazz
15:44:12  From  Feki Oreilly : fast food yuck
15:44:24  From  parker : fast food yum
15:44:30  From  Brandon Wentzel : victory tour
15:44:30  From  Katelyn Roundtree  to  All panelists : yes
15:44:33  From  Braeden Goff : Do a pre-recorded speech and performances for senior breakfast to watch while we eat our drive-thru breakfast
15:44:36  From  Elena Breiner : car parade like carleigh said in the beginning!
15:44:36  From  Lindsey Taylor  to  All panelists : yes for sure!!
15:44:38  From  tj    to All panelists : I want to say thank you in person
15:44:43  From  Elena Breiner : yes braeden
15:44:44  From  kerry  to All panelists : yes! very important
15:44:50  From  Katelyn Roundtree  to  All panelists : car parade
15:44:52  From  kerry  to All panelists : car parade
15:44:53  From  Emerald Knopik : Thank you video, write a letter
15:44:54  From  parker : what is it
15:44:55  From  ryleigh : car parade
15:44:58  From  Hannah D : we could write letters to our teachers
15:44:59  From  Molly  to  All panelists : I would like to see my teachers
15:44:59  From  Lindsey Mccasland : yes
15:45:01  From  Emerald Knopik : Writing a letter would be awesome
15:45:02  From  Collette : Car parade
15:45:05  From  Nick Yochum : I like the car parade form before
15:45:06  From  Nicole : we do a senior parade instead of the tour throughout the community
15:45:07  From  Feki Oreilly : parade might be cool
15:45:07  From  Sydney : car parade
15:45:08  From  Lindsey Taylor  to  All panelists : letters maybe
15:45:08  From  tj    to All panelists : again not everyone has a car
15:45:09  From  janelle m : car parade to our past elementary schools
15:45:11  From  Hope Klingenstein  to  All panelists : Isn’t there a slideshow that is shown at the senior breakfast? What about that?
15:45:14  From  Carleigh DeLapp : Write a letter and deliver during the parade
15:45:16  From  kerry  to  All panelists : it’s important to walk past all the kids, not just thank the teachers
15:45:18  From  parker : oh ok
15:45:18  From  Feki Oreilly : car parade
15:45:22  From  Jayden Armitage : I have two younger siblings at both my elementary schools, so it
would be really disappointing if we didn’t have something along the lines of going to the school. However it is also important for me to be with my classmates from other high schools to walk through that school one last time.

15:45:23 From Beth to All panelists: car parade
15:45:24 From Emerald Knopik: Mine was in orting so I don’t think I would’ve been able to do it anyways
15:45:25 From McKenna K: if yall wanna do a car parade what about the cost of gas?
15:45:26 From lilly duff: car parade
15:45:29 From kat to All panelists: it’s more personal when we do it in person
15:45:30 From kiera: wat about people who sent to a different middle school?
15:45:31 From Mckenna Herron: stage all teachers on main street in sumner and have the seniors car parade down the street
15:45:32 From swilcox: decorate our cars and drive past our old schools which teachers could stand in front of 6 feet apart if they want to
15:45:33 From parker: ok
15:45:33 From Kendra: share a slide show with our old schools
15:45:33 From Braeden Goff: One senior walks through the school at a time
15:45:35 From Mackenzie Macdonald: car parade
15:45:40 From Ellyce: car parade
15:45:41 From McKenna McDaniel to All panelists: would if we had all teachers elementary middle and high school who want to be there stand 6ft a part on the field down main st or something and seniors walk through (like a parade in a way) and seniors could walk 6 ft a part
15:45:42 From ryleigh: yes braeden
15:45:44 From Lindsey Mccasland: yes
15:45:44 From Nicole: yes
15:45:45 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: yesss
15:45:45 From tj to All panelists: NOT EVERYONE HAS A CAR!
15:45:47 From Emerald Knopik: YES
15:45:48 From Sydney: then again, that poses as a risk to the teachers
15:45:49 From kiera: wat middle school?
15:45:49 From Molly to All panelists: yes
15:45:49 From Beth to All panelists: yes
15:45:50 From Jayden Armitage: parade on Main Street of all schools. Love that
15:45:50 From parker: sure
15:45:50 From Rebecca Harrington: I like that
15:45:52 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: YES
15:45:56 From Hannah D: i like that idea
15:45:56 From kerry to All panelists: work with the elementary schools to set something up
15:45:58 From Nicole: the teacher/senior parade
15:45:59 From Sydney: teachers health matter too
15:46:00 From Josh Lee: what middle schools / elementaries are we including
15:46:04 From Kylie Mosier to All panelists: I like the parade on Main Street
15:46:06 From Carleigh DeLapp: I like the one student through the school at a tome, a chance to say goodbye to the schools
15:46:07 From Jayden Armitage: We could walk on pain street in caps and gowns.
15:46:08 From Josh Lee: LMS + SMS??
15:46:10 From Braeden Goff: Limit the # of senior in the building at once
15:46:17 From Mckenna Herron: if people don't have access to a car we can all walk down main street in a line 6 ft apart
15:46:17 From Jayden Armitage: ^
15:46:19 From Hope Klingenstein: Car parade down Main Street but I also really want to go through Sumner High one last time to say goodbye to my teachers :(
15:46:23 From parker: i have a volkswagen beetle
15:46:29 From Braeden Goff: Because it’s the teacher and building memories
15:46:32 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: are we getting yearbooks?
15:46:33 From Courtney Bare to All panelists: what’s going on with year books?
15:46:41 From tj to All panelists: yearbook signing always happens at senior sunset
15:46:41 From Elena Breiner: car parade in bl too haha we don't have a main street
15:46:46 From shanvofo: if we include LMS and SMS best be including NTMS as well...
15:46:51 From Mckay Cheney: senior quotes for yearbooks?
15:46:56 From Emerald Knopik: We should sign yearbooks at senior sunset
15:46:57 From Nick Yochum: Elena I think they wanted to include BL in that parade!
15:47:00 From Lindsey Mccasland: yes!
15:47:03 From Kobe: hi
15:47:04 From Hannah D: yes
15:47:11 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: everyone wear masks and gloves
15:47:13 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: no
15:47:13 From Hope Klingenstein: YES
15:47:13 From senior: no
15:47:14 From kiera: yes
15:47:14 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: Yearbook's are so important
15:47:14 From Mckenna Herron: no
15:47:14 From Nicole: yes
15:47:14 From Mckay Cheney: yup
15:47:15 From janelle m: no
15:47:15 From Lindsey Lewis: yes
15:47:15 From megan meath: yes
15:47:15 From Lisa "Joyce" Nelson to All panelists: yes
15:47:16 From Kobe: yes
15:47:16 From ryleigh: no
15:47:16 From Ayleen Piteo-Tarpy to All panelists: no
15:47:16 From Sydney to All panelists: Very important for memories
15:47:16 From Ellyce: \yes
15:47:16 From Sydney: \yes
15:47:16 From Lindsey Mccasland: kind of
15:47:17 From kat to All panelists: yes
15:47:17 From kerry LeBleu: would like teachers to sign year book.
15:47:19 From McKenna K: yeah
15:47:19 From Kaylee Stratton to All panelists: yes
15:47:19 From kerry LeBleu: would like teachers to sign year book.
15:47:20 From tj to All panelists: yearbook quotes should have already been done
15:47:20 From Courtney Bare to All panelists: ish
15:47:20 From lilly duff: are we even getting yearbook still
15:47:21 From Megan Schneider: yes
15:47:21 From Kendra: yes
15:47:21 From Mackenzie Macdonald: yes
15:47:22 From tj to All panelists: yes
15:47:22 From Mckenna Macdonald: yes
15:47:22 From Mckenna Macdonald: yes
15:47:22 From benjamin: yes
15:47:22 From kerry to All panelists: have yearbooks available for prom
15:47:22 From tj to All panelists: yes
15:47:23 From Ceithlinn: no
15:47:23 From swilcox: not really
15:47:24 From Jayden Armitage: Teachers and staff
15:47:25 From Cheyenne Collier: no
15:47:26 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: yes!!!!!
15:47:26 From Nate Markquart : It won't be life changing if it doesn't happen
15:47:27 From Hope Klingenstein : Yes please, it is so important
15:47:28 From Nicole : its kinda the last chance we have to say goodbye to our friends
15:47:28 From ryleigh : how are we getting yearbooks
15:47:29 From kerry to All panelists : no
15:47:30 From dstevens : Yes
15:47:31 From Emerald Knopik : Virtual year book?
15:47:31 From Elena Breiner : yes
15:47:38 From Beth to All panelists : no
15:47:38 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists : I really want it
15:47:40 From Nick Yochum : Mostly just from the teachers
15:47:41 From Emerald Knopik : Or for signing
15:47:45 From tj to All panelists : good luck with that
15:47:46 From kat to All panelists : people created it and want to see other ppl to see the yearbook
15:47:49 From kerry to All panelists : just have people write messages online
15:47:54 From kiera : when do we get them?
15:47:54 From kerry to All panelists : and print them out
15:47:55 From Jayden Armitage : What do we know about getting caps and gowns?
15:47:59 From Nicole : how are we going to get teachers to sign them
15:47:59 From shanvofo : yeah I want to get teacher and friends to sign. both are important. no virtual yearbooks. I want to be able to store mine.
15:48:00 From Kaylee Stratton to All panelists : can we still purchase
15:48:01 From Kendra : hand out yearbooks through the mail
15:48:04 From Collin : yearbook pdf?
15:48:06 From McDonald : I am actually part of the yearbook crew at it is very important for our team to pass them out because we worked so hard to build a good book for our schools
15:48:09 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists : I’m in yearbook and it’s cute happening
15:48:16 From Collette : Will there be a tribute to the Spring Sports in then yearbooks?
15:48:17 From James to All panelists : mail the yearbook
15:48:18 From tj to All panelists : ya we have
15:48:20 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists : *for sure
15:48:21 From lilly duff : yea when / how do we get our caps and gowns
15:48:21 From Emerald Knopik : Sorry I meant yes to getting our physical year book, but virtual signing
15:48:21 From kerry to All panelists : what about spring sports entries?
15:48:24 From Kobe : what are we going to do in high school
15:48:26 From parker : is the yearbook going to be half empty
15:48:30 From tj to All panelists : caps and gowns
15:48:34 From Courtney Bare to All panelists : what’s happening with chrome books?
15:49:00 From Lindsey Mccasland : what about choir?
15:49:02 From McKenna K : im part of the yearbook crew and passing out the yearbooks was something I was really looking forward to so it would mean a lot if we still could do that
15:49:03 From tj to All panelists : what about choir
15:49:05 From kat to All panelists : summers might, Bonney lake has been working on the yearbook since we left school
15:49:08 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists : spring musical for BLHS and SHS
15:49:09 From Nick Yochum : What about theatre
15:49:10 From Carleigh DeLapp : Could be virtual, but at least recognize the recipients!- For Heart of the Panther
15:49:14 From Nate Markquart : Heart of the Panther could be included with the awards show idea of senior awards night
15:49:15 From Lindsey Mccasland : yes and the musical
15:49:17 From Heather : The spring concert is very important, yes
15:49:25 From Kobe : what about class
15:49:25 From McKenna McDaniel to All panelists : grad night?
15:49:26 From Annika Lueders : grad night
15:49:27 From tj to All panelists : choir cap and gowns
15:49:29 From lilly duff: when do we get our caps and gowns and how
15:49:30 From kiera: prom pics on year book?
15:49:31 From Elena Breiner: for ap research we are supposed to get a picture hung on the wall with our awards from graduation :(
15:49:33 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: grad night
15:49:34 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: 521313
15:49:35 From Elena Breiner: can we still get one put up
15:49:36 From parker: please no summit
15:49:43 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: spring musical for BLHS and SHS
15:49:44 From Emerald Knopik: ohhh
15:49:47 From Lindsey Mccasland: how can we celebrate choir and theater seniors?
15:49:52 From Lindsey Mccasland: since we don't get our last perfomances
15:49:56 From Jayden Armitage: What about caps and gowns
15:49:56 From tj to All panelists: CHOIR?!
15:49:57 From aylen palma: summit should be canceled :)
15:49:57 From Mackenzie Macdonald: how do we get our money back?
15:49:58 From Beth to All panelists: grad nite is too expensive
15:50:00 From Rebecca Harrington: grad night info is updated on the fb page!! watch for details
15:50:04 From parker: band
15:50:06 From Kylie Mosier to All panelists: they are working on refunding for grad night must likely
15:50:07 From Kobe: the swim team
15:50:08 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: no summit
15:50:11 From McKenna K: summit should be cancelled
15:50:14 From aylen palma: yes
15:50:14 From kiera: who would organize grad night and how would we go about planning it?
15:50:15 From Emerald Knopik: oh yeah what about the summit
15:50:17 From ryleigh: ya what about that
15:50:18 From Kendra: how would summit be going on??
15:50:21 From Feki Oreilly: track?
15:50:28 From Elena Breiner: mr turner can we get an ap research picture put up still please
15:50:28 From Emerald Knopik: I was looking forward, but it should be cancelled
15:50:39 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: recognizing spring sports since they couldn’t play
15:50:47 From Rebecca Harrington: Kiera we are still working on grad night! watch their fb page!
15:50:48 From Peyton Blanco: When is NBA coming back
15:50:52 From Gwendolyn Fullerton to All panelists: for those asking about grad night if anyone has questions please call or text me Gwendolyn 206-650-9685
15:50:54 From janelle m: so if social distancing rules are lifted do you think it can happen?
15:50:59 From benjamin: chromebook return?
15:51:01 From tj to All panelists: cap and gowns?
15:51:07 From Hope Klingensten: And textbooks
15:51:10 From Katelyn Roundtree to All panelists: what’s the Facebook page for grad night
15:51:10 From Emerald Knopik: can we keep our chrome books
15:51:13 From Jayden Armitage: Is there anyway graduation and prom could still go on as planned if everything gets lifted?
15:51:34 From tj to All panelists: cool thank you!
15:51:40 From Kendra: what about chromebook return?? if we are not going back to school do we get to keep our chromebooks?
15:51:41 From Beth to All panelists: Chromebooks, do we keep them or how do we turn them in
15:51:42 From Feki Oreilly: track?
15:51:45 From Collette: Any plans for a Senior night for spring sports?
15:51:46 From Kobe: what about swim team
15:52:01 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists: yes thank you!!
15:52:04 From Steve Sjolund to All panelists: Cap and Gown pick up dates: April 29th (BLHS) and May 1 (SHS)
15:52:07 From McKenna K: for real though if you guys want things lifted you need to remember to
socially distance lmao

15:52:12  From lilly duff : oh yea what about chrome books and text books
15:52:14  From ryleigh : if the quarantine doesn't get extended from may 4th, could prom and graduation still go as planned?
15:52:14  From Hope Klingenstein : ^^^
15:52:19  From Feki Oreilly : girls tennis?
15:52:20  From Steve Sjolund  to  All panelists : More details coming on cap and gown pick-up soon!
15:52:22  From anne reedy  to  All panelists : we need a spring sports senior night. friendly game and honor seniors!
15:52:23  From Lindsey Taylor  to  All panelists : your working so hard! thank you
15:52:26  From Emerald Knopik : yeah, this sucks, but thank you for trying to do something about this
15:52:28  From Elena Breiner : summer "field
15:52:37  From Kobe : :( 
15:52:42  From Elena Breiner : summer "field day" w the high school seniors for senior nights
15:52:50  From Steve Sjolund : Cap and Gown pick up dates: April 29th (BLHS) and May 1 (SHS)

15:52:50  From benjamin : chromebooks and text books?
15:52:53  From Lindsey Taylor  to  All panelists : what about chromebook return?
15:52:57  From parker : thank you so much for the great four years
15:53:06  From Gabriella Hursh  to  All panelists : are we all still getting medals and chords?
15:53:12  From Jayden Armitage : Miss you guys :
15:53:18  From Emerald Knopik : I wanna keep mine haha
15:53:22  From tj  to  All panelists : I would rather have a graduation ceremony over anything
15:53:23  From Hope Klingenstein : Miss summer :
15:53:24  From Emerald Knopik : Nooooooooo
15:53:32  From parker : awe man
15:53:44  From Kobe : NOOOOOOOOOOOOO :
15:53:48  From Emerald Knopik : dang freshman year there was a rumor that we got to keep them ahaa
15:53:52  From janelle m : what if we applied for CTE cords but never heard back?
15:53:53  From Matt Holmes : I owe Mrs. Meath a coffee too :
15:53:54  From Kyle Sales  to  All panelists :
15:53:56  From Ellyce : I’m sooooo sad!
15:54:00  From Stacey Brooks : What are we doing for our Seniors who are emotionally struggling with the loss of the end of their Senior year?
15:54:00  From Emerald Knopik : I miss my teachers
15:54:02  From Erin Markquart : I am so impressed with all of these ideas. 2020 you are amazing.
15:54:03  From Lindsey Mccasland : i’m gonna cry
15:54:03  From Nicole : ^^CTE cords
15:54:09  From Kobe : this sucks
15:54:09  From parker : can i keep my chromebook please
15:54:09  From Sydney : do we have the option to purchase the chromebooks? instead of returning
15:54:09  From Lindsey Taylor  to  All panelists : yes!! I miss my teachers
15:54:17  From tj  to  All panelists : I was never capable of doing my interview for my cord. how will I know if I got mine
15:54:22  From dayame000@stu.sumnersd.org  to  All panelists : I think it would be nice to have an opportunity for teachers to write letters in place of Yearbook signatures
15:54:23  From Kobe : hi
15:54:30  From Brandon Wentzel : Proud of you Seniors!
15:54:48  From Kobe : how
15:54:49  From McKenna K : elhi gang
15:54:49  From Feki Oreilly : Thank you to all teachers and staff. 2020 Unforgettable!
15:54:50  From Emerald Knopik : The emails with forms to fill out were good to get our ideas our or ask

This conversation involving Seniors needs to happen and is appreciated. Please keep in mind that talking about planning these once in a lifetime special events after June 10th may be causing anxiety and emotional distress for those students who may have commitments after the June 10th.
questions
15:54:52 From Carleigh DeLapp : Keep a input google form open or another way to keep sending ideas!
15:54:56 From Kendra : we need to say goodbye one last time to our teachers and friends!!
15:54:59 From Mckay Cheney : :(  
15:55:03 From Jayden Armitage : yes jendra
15:55:08 From Kobe : how are we going to do that
15:55:08 From Bridger Eberhart : This was great. Thanks for caring
15:55:08 From Peyton Blanco : Thank you all
15:55:09 From Jayden Armitage : kendra*
15:55:11 From Kylie Mosier to All panelists : miss u all
15:55:15 From Kobe : hi
15:55:17 From Kendra : lol
15:55:19 From parker : hai
15:55:32 From Emerald Knopik : thank you for working hard
15:55:42 From tj to All panelists : thank you
15:56:07 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists : I’ve known you since elementary school as my principal at LRE so thank you for working so hard!!
15:56:12 From Josh Lee : Pause
15:56:16 From Kobe : I vote for school
15:56:26 From Logan Englehart to All panelists : what if there is a way to have graduation without a crowd but still walked
15:56:32 From tj to All panelists : yes!
15:56:37 From Kobe : cool
15:56:41 From Emerald Knopik : i appreciate you guys
15:56:54 From Kobe : awsome
15:56:57 From Peyton to All panelists : Thank you guys !!!
15:56:58 From parker : our governor sucks. in my opinion no offence
15:56:59 From Kobe : yes
15:57:00 From Matt Holmes : same
15:57:14 From Rebecca Harrington : Thank you for holding this meeting! We trust your decisions
15:57:14 From tj to All panelists : 100% graduation
15:57:17 From Alexej Latimer : Thank you for taking this time!
15:57:18 From Emerald Knopik : thank YOU\
15:57:18 From Kobe : no thank you
15:57:26 From Lindsey Taylor to All panelists : thank you for everything!!
15:57:27 From Hope Klingenstein : Thank you so much
15:57:28 From Josh Lee :  
15:57:28 From Nicole : Thank you so much!
15:57:29 From Elena Breiner : thank you for this meeting it was fun!
15:57:29 From Sydney : If we have another zoom meeting could you PLEASE send a seperate meeting with PASSWORD
15:57:30 From kiera : bye!
15:57:31 From Feki Oreilly : Parker stay safe
15:57:32 From Kobe : bye
15:57:33 From McKenna K : thank you!
15:57:33 From Emerald Knopik : You all stay healthy
15:57:34 From Nate Markquart : Go panthers
15:57:40 From Braeden Goff : Go panthers
15:57:48 From McKenna K : go sparts
15:57:49 From Nick Yochum : Great day to be a spartan baby
15:57:50 From Emerald Knopik : Man im gonna miss this..
15:57:53 From parker : is it over?
15:57:55 From dstevens : You all ROCK!!!
15:58:02 From Kobe : bye
15:58:06 From kmhughes to All panelists : next time send the password
15:58:09 From Emerald Knopik : Yeah it’s over, alll you guys rock, we got this
15:58:15 From parker : bye longland
15:58:16  From  Nate Markquart : Love and miss all you seniors! Stay healthy out there